Rhythms, rhymes, and reasons--spectral oscillations in neural cardiovascular control.
Cardiovascular neural regulation is an integrated response to a continuous interaction of inhibitory and excitatory stimuli. Neural control of the circulation appears to be coded simultaneously in different modalities as amplitude (strength of signal or tonic activity) and frequency (oscillatory or phasic activity). Changes in tonic activity appear to be accompanied by tightly linked modulations in oscillatory characteristics. This is true within a narrow range of physiologic conditions, and the relationship is eliminated in extreme cardiovascular pathophysiology. Nevertheless, the oscillatory patterns in cardiovascular neural control appear to be widespread so that low and high frequency oscillatory patterns are evident even in sympathetic traffic to skin (Cogliati et al., 2000). Thus, it is likely that there is a functional significance to these oscillations. Recent data from Nafz et al. (1999) suggest that the presence of LF oscillatory characteristics in renal perfusion may attenuate renin-angiotensin activation during renal hypotension. These findings may have direct relevance to poorer outcomes observed in heart failure patients in whom an absence of LF oscillatory power was observed in RR interval and sympathetic traffic (Van de Borne et al., 1997a).